Paw-Some Tea Party
Dapper Cat Pattern
raising funds for Cats Protection
This Cat pattern has been designed to help raise funds for the cats protection. You can donate over on our Paw-Some tea party page
https://pawsomeafternoontea.everydayhero.com/uk/TheBeadShop
Or search for “The Bead Shop” at www.pawsometea.org
Thank you!

This Cat bracelet has been created on a Jewel Loom, start your
project with an extra row of background beads to get started, then
follow the pattern and keep repeating until you reach your required
length. To complete your bracelet the 26mm slide connector clasp
will fit this project and give you a neat professional finish (they’re
very easy to use).
There is a free tutorial on how to set up and start a bead loom
project over on our YouTube channel.
You can find our videos on our You Tube channel.
www.youtube.com/mailorderbead
Materials used for this example

The cat design is 22 beads wide
which means you will need 23 warp
threads on your loom.

Miyuki Delica beads;
DB301 Metallic matte grey/blue (Background)
DB1518 opaque light smoke (Cat face)
DB335 Matte rose (nose)
DB010 opaque black (ears and whiskers)
DB046 silver lined light green (outer eyes)
DB027 metallic teal iris (eye centres)
DB135 metallic midnight purple (bowtie centre)
DB610 silver lined violet (bowtie)
Size 10 or 12 beading needle
Nymo thread (grey)

Tip; a jewel loom is the ideal tool to create this pattern on as it’s
light weight and it’s very easy to get your tension tight.
Alternatively; if you don’t have a loom you could also create
this pattern using square stitch.

This is the cat design on
the jewel loom

We hope you have fun creating a Purrrr-fect bracelet, feel
free to share your designs with #thebeadshopnottingham on
Facebook or instagram. Thank you for helping us raise funds
for cats protection.
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